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If L = (~n>_ l Ln is a graded free Lie algebra over a field K and A is a subalgebra of A, let gr A 
(resp. Gr A) denote the subalgebra of L generated by the homogeneous components of minimum 
(resp. maximum) degree of elements of A. It is shown that for any positive integer , gr Ar= 
(grA) r and GrAr=(GrA) r  where B r, for a Lie algebra B denotes the r-th term of the lower 
central series of B. As an application of this result it is shown that if B is a free subalgebra of 
a free nilpotent Lie algebra N and Y is a free generating set of N, then grrB is also free where 
the graduation of N is the one induced by Y. It is known [1] that the only free non-abelian ideal 
in a free nilpotent Lie algebra is itself. A simple proof of this result is given as another 
application. 
1. Introduction 
All Lie algebras considered in this paper are assumed to be vector spaces over a 
fixed field K. If L is a Lie algebra and a, b e L, then ab denotes the product of a 
and b in L. IN is used to denote the set of positive integers. For n e IN, the n-th lower 
central term of a Lie algebra L is defined inductively by L l = L and L n = LL  n_ i for 
n :~ 2. If Y is a subset of L, then span Y is the subspace of L spanned by Y over 
K, and (Y)  is the subalgebra of L generated by Y. If a, b ~ L and r_> 0 is an integer 
we write 
a r b = a(. . .  (ab) . . . ) .  
r 
Given a Lie algebra L, a sequence {L n : n ~ IN } of subspaces of L is a graduation 
of L and L is a graded Lie algebra with this graduation if L is the direct sum of 
{Ln:n~IN} and LnLmC_L '~+m for all n, meN.  If a¢L ,  then a can be uniquely 
written as ~] a n where anEL  n for neN.  If O~:aeL ,  we set 
d(a) = min{n : a n ¢:0}, 
D(a) = max{n : a n :~0}, 
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lda = a d(a) and Ld a = a r~a). 
We also set d(0)=D(0)--0 and ld 0=Ld 0=0. aeL  is homogeneous of degree k~0 
if a=ld a=Ld a and k=d(a) =D(a). It is easy to see that if a, b eL and (ld a)(ld b) ~0, 
then ( lda)(Idb)=ldab. A subalgebra A of L is a graded subalgebra if 
{A I"1L n : n e N } is a graduation of A. 
Given a graded Lie algebra L=(~,> I L n and a subset Y of L, we set 
ld Y= {ld y: ye  Y},  
Ld Y= {Ld y: ye  Y},  
gr Y=(ld Y) and GrY=(Ld  Y). 
gr Y and Gr Y are graded subalgebras of L. Our main result is that if L = (~),> 1L" 
is a graded free Lie algebra, re  N and A is a subalgebra of L, then 
grAr=(grA)r  and GrAr=(GrA)r .  
Thus the operators gr and Gr as applied to subalgebras of the free Lie algebra L
commute with the operator of forming the r-th lower central term. 
Given a free Lie algebra L over X, let H be a Hall basis of L with respect o X. 
Let for n ~ N, H n denote the elements in H with X-length n and Ln= span H". 
Then {Ln:n e N} is a graduation of L and L,,, = t~)k_> mL k for each m e N. Let us 
call this graduation of L the X-graduation of L. 
N is a free nilpotent Lie algebra of nilpotency class m and with a free generating 
set Y, if there is a free Lie algebra L over X and an isomorphism from L/L,,÷ 1 on- 
to N which sends X/L  m + ! onto Y. In this the X-graduation of L induces a gradua- 
tion {N k : ke  N} of N where N k is the image of Lk/Lm+ 1 for ke  IN. We call this 
graduation the Y-graduation of N. 
If F is a free or free nilpotent Lie algebra over Z and A is a subalgebra of F we 
write grzA and Grz A to indicate that the graded subalgebras ssociated with A are 
formed with respect o Z-graduation of F. 
Let N be a free nilpotent Lie algebra over Y and A be a subalgebra of N. We will 
show, as an application of our main result, that i fA is free, then grrA is also free. 
We will also show that if A is any subalgebra of N and grrA =N, then A =N. 
In [1] Boral shows that if N is a free nilpotent Lie algebra nd 1 is a free non- 
abelian ideal of N, then 1= N. As another application of our main result we give 
another proof of this theorem. 
We will often use the fact that a subalgebra of a free Lie algebra is free. 
2. The main result 
Let L be a free Lie algebra over X and C= {cl, ... ,Cm} be a set of homogeneous 
elements with respect o X-graduation of L. In [3] Kukin observes that if C is not 
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free, then cke<C\  {ck}> for some k, 1 <_k<_m. The following lemma shows that 
this result holds for any grading. 
Lemma 2.1. Let L=(~,~_I L n be a graded free Lie algebra and C= {c ...,Cm} be 
a set of  homogeneous elements in L. I f  C is not free, then Ck ~ (C \ {Ck] ~ for some 
k, 1 <k<_m. 
P;eof.  Without loss of generality we assume that 1 <d(cl)<...<_d(cm). Let 
A =(C) .  Then A is a graded subalgebra of L and free. let Y= {Yl, .--,Ym} be a set 
of cardinality m and F be the free Lie algebra over Y. Let a : F~A be the unique 
epimorphism such that a(Yi)= ci for 1 <_i<m. F/Ker a is isomorphic to the free lie 
algebra A and Ker ct :~ 0 since C is not free. Thus there is an element ue Ker a \ F2 
[2, Ex. II. 2.8]. u is of the form u= ~7=~ iYi+f where fEF  2 and ai~O for some 
i. Let k=max{i :ct i~O } and Z= Y \  {Yk}. Let I be the ideal of F generated by 
{Yk}- Then F=(Z}~I  and I is freely generated by the set 
M= {Yk}U{yk(...(yj, k)...): pEN,  yj,,...,yjp~.Z} 
by Theorem II.2.10 in [21. Let D=(Z) I+ I  2, t=d(Ck) and L(t+ 1)= (~),__.,+ ~L n. If 
~: ~_ M, then oe(m) is homogeneous of degree ___ t or a(m)=0.  Thus t~(D)c_ L(t+ 1). 
Since feF2 ,  then f=a+u where as(Z)2  and oeD.  Since tr(Z) is a set of homo- 
geneous elements, then ct((Z))= (tz(Z)} is a graded subalgebra. Hence all the com- 
ponents a(a) ~ of ct(a) belong to ct((Z)). It follows that there are bl, b2 e (Z)  such 
that d(a(bl)) <- t, d(tr(b2))--- t + 1 or a(b2) = 0 and a = bl + b2. Thus from u e Ker ct 
we obtain 
0 = t~lcl +"" + akck + a(bl) + (a(b2) + a(u)). 
Consequently, ct(b2)+a(u)=O and ckea( (Z) )=(C  \ {Ck}). L-] 
The following lemma is useful and easy to prove. 
Lemma 2.2. Let L = (~, ,  l Ln be a graded Lie algebra and A be a subalgebra of  L. 
(a) gr A = span ld A and Gr A = span Ld A. 
(b) I f  A is an ideal of  L, then gr A and Gr A are also ideals of  L. 
(c) gr(A NL(m)) =L(m)Ngr A where me N and L(m) =(~,___,, L". 
Before we can state and prove our main result we will need another lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. Let L =(~.>>~ L n be a graded free lie algebra and Y be a free subset o f  
L. Let A =(Y) ,  .4 =(ld Y), A '=(Ld  Y) and H be a Hall basis of  A with respect o 
~ Let a : A ~.A and fl : A ~A '  be the unique isomorphisms such that ct(y) = ldy  and 
y) = Ld y for  all y ~ Y. 
(a) I f  oa ~ H and a(oa) ~ 0 (resp. fl(oa) ~ 0), then ld oa = a(eo) (resp. Ld oa = fl(tn)). 
(b) I f  y ~ Y and ld y = ct(u) (resp. Ld y = fl(u)) for  some u ~ (Y  \ { y} ), then there 
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is o e ( Y \ { y} )such  that d (y -  o) > d(y) (resp. D(y -  o) < D(y)). 
(c) I f  ld Y (resp. Ld Y) is free, then l da  = a(a) (resp. Ld a =B(a)) for each a ~ A. 
(d) (gr A)r _ grAr and (Gr A)r C_ GrAr for  re  N. 
(e) I f  ld Y (resp. Ld Y) is free, then gr Ar =(gr A)r (resp. Gr Ar =(Gr A)r). 
Proof .  We give the proof of the assertions involving gr, ld and a. The proof of the 
rest is similar. 
(a) The proof of (a) easily follows, by induction on the length of ~e  H with 
respect o Y, from the fact that if (ld u)(ld o):~ 0, then (ld u)(ld o) = ld uo and u is 
a homomorphism. 
(b) Let Z = Y \ { y} and ld y = a(u) for some u e (Z) .  Let H l denote a Hall basis 
of  (Z )  with respect to Z. If  al : (Z ) - , L  is the unique homomorphism such that 
a l (Z)= ldZ for zeZ,  then a l=a[ (Z)  since oq[Z=aIZ.  Thus by (a), if w~H~ 
and a(09) = al(09) ~ 0, then a(w) = ld 09. Let p = deg 7_> 1. There are non-zero 
elements Al, ---, Ak e K and 091, -.., 09~ e H t such that u = ~:h= ~ Ai09i. Let 
J= {i : 1 <i<k,  a(09i)#:O and d(09i) =p}, 
t)= ~ {2i09i: i~J}.  
Since u(u)=ld y and a(09i) is homogeneous for each i, then J~ l  and ct(o)=ldy. 
Also y - o #: 0 since o ¢ (Z)  and Y is free. We now have 
0 ~y  - o = (y - ld y) + ~ {2i(tt(09i) - 09i) : i ~ J}. 
a b 
Now either a = 0 or d(a) >p. If i e J, then a(wi) - wi = ld 09i - 09i and d(09~) =p. 
Thus either b=0 or d(b)>p. Hence d(y -o )>p=d(y) .  
(c) If ld Y is free, then a is an isomorphism. In particular we have a(09) = ld 09 for 
co e l l .  Let O~aeA.  Then there are nonzero 21, . . . ,2seK  and 091, . . . ,09seH such 
$ 
that a= ~=~ •i09i. We assume without loss of generality that 1 <q=d(09~) . . . .  = 
d(wk) and d(09i)>q for k< i<_ s. Since a is an isomorphism and H is a basis of A, 
then {091,---,09K} and {tr(091), .... ,a(09k)} are linearly independent. Thus we get 
k k s 
ld a = ~ Aild 09i = ~ ~iOt(09i)=ld E ~i¢)l(09i): ld of(a). 
i=1  i= l  i=1  
(d) gr A is generated by ld A. Thus (gr A)r is generated by elements of the form 
u = xl ('." (Xr- I Xr)'") where x i ~ ld A, 1 _< i _  r. For an element of the form u, there 
are elements ai~A such that x i= lda i ,  l<_i<_r. Thus if u~0,  then 
Id u = ld(al (..- (ar_ 1at)'") e ld A r cc_ gr A r. 
Hence (gr A)r C_ gr At. 
(e) We first note that since u(Y)_c gr A, then A,. ~ (gr A)r. Since (gr A)r is graded, 
then ld M r ~ (gr A)r. NOW let a ~ A r. Then 
ld a = ld a(a) ~ ld a(Ar) = ld A r _C (gr A)r. 
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Therefore gr A r C_ (gr A)~ and by (d), (gr A)r = gr A r. [] 
We are now ready to state and prove our main result. 
Theorem 2.4. Let L =(~.>~ L n be a graded free Lie algebra and A be a subalgebra 
of L. Then gr A~ = (gr A)r and Gr Ar = (Gr A)~ for r e N. 
Pe,aof. It suffices to show that grAr c_(grA)~ and GrAr c_(GrA)r by Lemma 
Z3(d). If Z is a free generating set of A and aeA~, then there is a finite subset y 
of Z such that ae(Y)r .  Thus if ldae(gr(Y))r and Ldae(Gr(Y})~,  then 
ld a e (grA)r and Ld a e(Gr  A)r. Hence without loss of generality we may assume 
that A has finite rank. Let rank A = n. 
Let us first show that gr A r c_ (gr A)r. We prove this by induction on n = rank A. 
If n = 1, obviously gr Ar c_ (gr A)r. So let us assume that n > 1 and if B is of rank 
_n -  1, then grBrC_(grB)r . For a free generating set Y of A let us define d(Y) by 
d(Y)= ]~ {d(y)' ye  Y}.  
~,~' !d Y is free for some free generating set Y of A, then by Lemma 2.3(e), 
gr Ar c_ (gr A)r. Hence we assume that ld Y is not free for any free generating set Y 
of A. Let YI be any free generating set of A. Suppose that a sequence Y~,..., Ye of 
free generating sets of A are constructed such that d(Yl)<...<d(Yk). Let 
tZk'(Yk)--*( ld Yk) be the unique homomorphism such that ldy=ak(y)  for each 
y e Ye. Since ld Yg is not free, then by Lemma 2.1, there exists y e Yk and 
u e (Yk \ { Y} } such that ld y = ak(u). By Lemma 2.3(b) there is u e (Yk \ { Y} ) such 
that d(y - o) > d(y). Let 
Yk+, = Yk \{k}U{Y-O}.  
7~en Ye+I is also a free generating set of B, since ve(Yk \{Y}) .  We also have 
d(Ye+l)>d(Yk). Now, let O=l=aeAr. Then there is ke  N such that n d(a)<d(Yk). 
Set Y= Yk. There is ye  Y such that d(a)<d(y). Let B=(Y \{y})  and/be  the ideal 
generated by { y}. rank B = n - 1, and hence by induction hypothesis gr Br c ~r  B) ,  
Also A = b + u where b e B and u e I since A = B @/.  Now, we can show that either 
u = 0 or d(u) > d(a) as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. Thus lda  = ld b. Hence we obtain 
lda  = ld b e ld B r C_ gr Br C_ (gr B)r C_ (gr A)r. 
Therefore gr A r c_ (gr A)r. 
Now, let us show that Gr A r C_ (Gr A)r. There is a free generating set Y of A such 
t~at Ld Y is free. For otherwise we may construct a sequence {Yk : k e N } of free 
generating sets of A such that d(Y/) > d(Y/. 1 ) ~-- 1, a contradiction. Thus by Lemma 
2.3 we get GrAr  c_ (GrA)r. [] 
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3. Applications 
Although every subalgebra of a free Lie algebra is free, it is not true in general 
that a subalgebra of a free nilpotent Lie algebra is free nilpotent. The following 
theorem is interesting in this respect. 
Theorem 3.1. Let N be a free nilpotent Lie algebra o f  nilpotency class n and Y be 
a free generating set o f  N. 
(a) I f  A is a free nilpotent subalgebra o f  N, then gryA is free nilpotent of  the 
same nilpotency class as A.  
(b) l f  B is any subalebra o f  N and gr rB=N,  then B=N.  
Proof.  (a) There is a free Lie algebra L freely generated over X such that N is 
isomorphic to L/Ln+~ and Y is the image of X. Without loss of generality we 
assume that N= L/L, ,  + ~ and Y = X/L~_  5- Let A be a subalgebra of N which is free 
nilpotent of class r. Then there is a free Lie algebra S and an isomorphism 
~/ : S/Sr+ 1 ~A.  Let v/: L ~L/Ln  + 1 and t~ : S/Sr+ 1 be the canonical epimorphisms 
0 
S , O(S) c_ L 
° l° 
Ill 
S/S~ + z ; A C_ L/Ln+ j . 
Let Z be a free generating set of S. Then for each z ~ Z, ~(a(z))= rl(b z) for some 
b z ~ L. Let O:S--+L be the unique homomorphism such that O(z)= b z for z ~ Z. We 
set B = O(S) and T= B + Ln + z. Since ~ua [Z = r/01 Z, then ~ua = r/0. Thus (~a)-l(0) = 
(r/0)-l(0). This implies that 
Br+1=BNLn+I.  (3.1.1) 
We have t / (T)=A.  One can easily show that 
grx T= grxB = Ln + l, (3.1.2) 
gr rA = grx T /L ,  + 1. (3.1.3) 
It follows from Lemma 2.2(c), Theorem 2.4 and 3.1.1 that 
(grxB)r + ! = Ln+ 1NgrxB. (3.1.4) 
Now from (3.1.3) and (3.1.4) we obtain 
grrA = grxB/(gr xB  )r + 1. 
Thus gryA is a free nilpotent Lie algebra of class r since grxB is a free Lie algebra. 
(b) Let us assume that grrB=N.  Then Yc_grrB. For yeY ,  there are 
bs,. . . ,  bs E B and 21,.. . ,  2s e K such that y = ~ ~ 2 i ld b i by Lemma 2.2(b). Without 
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loss of generality we may assume that ld bi's are linearly independent. Thus if we 
set 
b(y) = ~ {2ibi : d(bi) = 1 } ~ B, 
then y = ld b(y). Given an element x~N let ~ x m denote the decomposition of x 
with respect o Y-graduation. Then b(y) 1 =y and b(y)k= 0 for y ~ Y and k _> n + 1. 
~'~ow let us fix ye  Y. By induction on k_>2 we show that there is cxeB such that 
~i.=y and c~=0 if 1 <t<k.  For k=2 we may simply take cz=b(y).  Suppose that 
~ > 2 and Cx- ~ is already constructed. There are yj,  .... yp E Y and a homogeneous 
polynomial P(Yl , . . . ,Yp)  which is either zero or has degree k -  1 such that 
-1  
c~-I =P(Yt ... .  ,Yp)" 
Let us set 
Ck = Ck- 1 -P(b(Y l ) ,  ... , b(yp)) ~ B. 
One can easily show that Ck has the required properties. Now, y = bn+~ B. Thus 
B = N. [] 
.~emma 3.2. Let L be a free Lie algebra over X, B be a graded subalgebra with 
respect to the X-graduation o f  L and n ~ N. I f  I = B + L n + 1 is an ideal o f  L with 
dim K l /Ln + 1 >- 2 and B n L n + l c_ B3, then L = L 
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that I:~ L. Let x e X \ I and J=  Kx + L J 
is a graded subalgebra nd hence there is a free generating set Z of J consisting of 
homogeneous elements [2, Ex. II.2.13]. Let zEZ\L  Then z - )~zXe I  for some 
2z4=0. Since I is graded, then d(z)= 1, for otherwise (z-2zx) l  =-2zx~I ,  a con- 
tradiction. Pick a fixed a e Z and let 
Y=(ZAI )U({z - (2z /2 , , )a :z~Z\ I}U{a})  \ {0}. 
~hen Y is also a free generating set of J consisting of homogeneous elements. 
Moreover Y \ {a} C I and I is the ideal in J generated by Y \  {a}. Thus by Theorem 
II.2.10 in [2] the set 
M {a -k y = "y~Y\{a},k>__O} 
is a free generating set of I. Let for pc  N, IO=IAL  p and BP=BGL p. For k_>0 
and y~Y\{a}  let us set yg=aky. Clearly if l<_p<_n, then I P=B p. Thus if 
d(Yk)<n for some k>_O, yeY ,  then yk~B.  Now, B~Ln+~, for otherwise 
B c_ B n L,, + ~ c_ B 3 would yield B = 0. This in turn yields I = L,, + ~, a contradiction. 
Hence 
p=min{k:  k>_O, y~ Y\{a},d(yk)<-n} 
is well defined. Let y~ Y \  {a} be such that d(yp)<_n. Let q=p+d(y)=d(yp)>_ 1. 
We prove by induction on j >_ 0 that 2q + 2j + 1 < n. 
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j=  0: If  2q>_n+ 1, then we obtain 
B2 c I2AB c_L2qfqB ~ L~+1 ABe_ B3. 
This implies that dim~ I/Ln + ~ <- 1, a contradiction. Hence 2q < n + 1. It follows that 
q<n and q+l<n and q+ l_<n. Consequently Yq, Yq+l 6B, and o=yqyq+~B. 
Since o¢13, then o~B3. So o~Fn+l. This implies that 2q+ 1 =d(o)<_n. 
j >__ 0: Since q___ 1 and 2q ÷ 2j + 1 _< n, then q +j  + 1 _< n and q + j  + 2 <_<_n. Thus 
Yi÷I,Yi+2eB and o~ =yj+2eB. c0~I3 and hence ogeB3. This implies 2q+2j+3_-  : 
d(~)_< n. This completes the induction. 
Now, 2q+2j+ l__<n for all j>_0 clearly gives a contradiction. So I=L. [] 
The following theorem is proved in [1]. We give another proof as an application 
of Theorem 3.1(a) and Lemma 3.2. 
Theorem 3.3 (Boral). Let N be a free nilpotent Lie algebra of class n and A be a 
free nilpotent ideal in N. I f  A is not abelian, then A = N. 
Proof. Let Y be a free generating set of N. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we may 
assume that for a free Lie algebra L over X, L/L~ + l =N and X/L~ + 1 = Y. We may 
assume by Theorem 3.1 that A is graded with respect o the Y-graduation of N. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 shows that there is a graded subalgebra B of L such that 
I=B+L~+I is an ideal with I/Ln+I=A and Bf]L,+I =Br+l where r is the nil- 
potency class of A. Thus if A is not abelian, then dim~l/L~+~>_2 and r_2 .  Thus 
by Lemma 3.2 we obtain I=L so A =N. 
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